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Project abstract:Project abstract:

The project's objective is to conduct a technological prospecting analysis of the companies Embraer and Boeing

using patent data in Brazil.

Start date: Start date: 08-22-2023

End date: End date: 08-30-2023

Last modified: Last modified: 08-30-2023

Copyright information:Copyright information:

The above plan creator(s) have agreed that others may use as much of the text of this plan as they would like in

their own plans, and customize it as necessary. You do not need to credit the creator(s) as the source of the

language used, but using any of the plan's text does not imply that the creator(s) endorse, or have any

relationship to, your project or proposal
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Brazilian patents assigned by the companies Embraer and Boeing, containing relevant processing information.

Compiled using Derwent Innovation software or through public searches on patent databases (inpi.gov.br,

especenet.com, and Google Patents).

Most patent processing relevant information includes:

Patent number

Patent title

Application date/year

Publication date/year

IPC classification

Claims count

No. All basic patent data is considered public information.

All basic patent data is considered public information.

The dataset used will be provided through online free searches or a Derwent Innovation CSV file (containing only

public information).

I will only consider patents from Brazil and two companies for this test; therefore, there is no storage issue. A

simple CSV file can suffice.

 

All basic patent data is considered public information.

The data should be updated monthly. The data can be used in the future to identify acceleration or delays in patent

processing in Brazil, as well as to compare different aspects of technology investment among the involved

companies.

No need.

Online csv hyperlink.

No.

Individuals interested in the subject.

Likely performing monthly web data mining.
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Dataset - "Embraer and Boeing patents search"Dataset - "Embraer and Boeing patents search"

Planned research output detailsPlanned research output details

TitleTitle TypeType
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release daterelease date
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accessaccess
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file sizefile size
LicenseLicense

MetadataMetadata
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